DECISIONS OF THE DISCIPLINARY BOARD OF
THE 29th OCTOBER 2018

On October 29, 2018, the Disciplinary Board of Confédération Africaine de Football, chaired by Mr. Raymond Hack, held a meeting in order to decide over the cases below.

**Match CL 146 : Esperance Sportive de Tunis EST (Tunisia) vs Club Desportivo 1 de Agosto (Angola),** Stade Olympique de Rades 23.10.2018 played in the frame of the Total Champions League 2018.

The Jury had the opportunity to watch the videos transmitted by the match officials in which appear the acts of the fans of the club EST.

Thus, the following decisions were taken against E.S.T. Club :

1. A fine of $300,000 (three hundred thousand dollars) for unsporting and regrettable acts of fans;
2. An obligation to play 2 matches behind closed door, in accordance with Article 100 of the Disciplinary Code;
3. **This sanction will be applied only if, within 12 months of such incidents are repeated;**
4. An obligation to implement the preventive security measures that were communicated prior to the participation of the EST club in the 2018 Champions League final, CL 2018;
5. In the event of a violation of the CAF Disciplinary Code during the final match, the provisions of the CAF Disciplinary Code will be immediately applied;
6. The club must repair all damage to the stadium during the aforementioned match. As such, the EST club must provide CAF with a certificate that the said damage has been effectively repaired;
7. The costs and expenses of the disciplinary board meeting are in charge of Club E.S.T.
Match CC 168 : AS Vita Club (RD Congo) vs. El Masry (Egypt), Complexe Omnisports Stade des Martyrs, 24.10.2018, played in the frame of the Total CAF Confederation Cup.

- Regarding the behaviour of the fourth official: Mr. Allister Barra on the eve of match.

Considering that Mr. Allister Barra was recorded on camera planning on meeting with the officials of Club El Masry and received money from them, the CAF Disciplinary Board has decided that:

1. Mr. Allister Barra has been found to have violated the Statutes and the Disciplinary Code of CAF.
2. Mr. Allister Barra is hereby banned from performing any Football related activities under the auspices of CAF, for a period of 10 years.

- Regarding the implications of the behavior of Mr. Bernard Camille, Mr. James Fredrick Emile and Mr. Gilbert Lista on the eve of match.

After having thoroughly checked the elements presented to them regarding the violations by Mr. Bernard Camille, Mr. James Fredrick Emile and Mr. Gilbert Lista of CAF Regulations, the CAF Disciplinary Board has decided that:

1. there is ground to hold a hearing regarding allegations of corruption made against Mr. Bernard Camille, Mr. James Fredrick Emile and Mr. Gilbert Lista;
2. Mr. Bernard Camille, Mr. James Fredrick Emile and Mr. Gilbert Lista are provisionally suspended from all football activities related to CAF pending a hearing before CAF Disciplinary Board.

- Relating to the unfortunate acts and rioting committed by the officials of Al Masry Club which resulted to the following:

1. The media and advertising tarpaulins of the Stadium surrounding the field were damaged;
2. Eight (8) broken glass doors;
3. Cloakroom of the Al Masry team was vandalized, ransacked fridge, dilapidated massage beds.

As such, the Disciplinary Board decided to impose upon the club Al Masry a financial sanction of USD 100,000 (hundred thousand US dollars) for the unfortunate behaviour of the club officials and for damages repairs.

Additionally, the Board decided to grant Club El Masry a warning regarding the behaviour of its officials. Such behaviour will not be tolerated in the future.

After having carefully checked the elements that had been presented to them concerning the violation of the CAF Regulations - notably by violating the confidentiality of an incident during his investigation, by Mr. Jackson Pavaza, the CAF Disciplinary Board decided that:

1. there is ground to hold a hearing regarding the behaviour of Mr. Jackson Pavaza;
2. Mr. Jackson Pavaza is provisionally suspended from all football activities related to CAF pending a hearing before CAF Disciplinary Board.

Match AFCON 57: Cameroon vs Malawi, Stade Ahmadou Ahidjo 12.10.2018 played in the frame of the qualifiers for the AFCON 2019.

The official of the above mentioned match reported:

« Good behaviour before and during the match until part of the camerounese fans invaded the pitch. »

After having carefully checked the elements that had been presented to them, the CAF Disciplinary Board decided against Federation of Cameroon:

1. A fine of 10,000 USD (ten thousand dollars) for unsporting and regrettable behaviour of fans.
2. Mr. Jackson Pavaza is provisionally suspended from all football activities related to CAF pending a hearing before CAF Disciplinary Board.